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Bit-Level Pipelined Digit-Serial Array Processors

A. Aggoun, M. K. Ibrahim, and A. Ashur

Abstract—A new architecture for high performance digit-serial vector
inner product (VIP) which can be pipelined to the bit-level is introduced.
The design of the digit-serial vector inner product is based on a new
systematic design methodology using radix-2n arithmetic. The proposed
architecture allows a high level of bit-level pipelining to increase the
throughput rate with minimum initial delay and minimum area. This
will give designers greater flexibility in finding the best tradeoff between
hardware cost and throughput rate. It is shown that sub-digit pipelined
digit-serial structure can achieve a higher throughput rate with much less
area consumption than an equivalent bit-parallel structure.

A twin-pipe architecture to double the throughput rate of digit-serial
multipliers and consequently that of the digit-serial vector inner product
is also presented. The effect of the number of pipelining levels and the
twin-pipe architecture on the throughput rate and hardware cost are
discussed. A two’s complement digit-serial architecture which can operate
on both negative and positive numbers is also presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

Bit-serial computations have been studied extensively during the
last decade. Complete very large scale integration (VLSI) design
methodologies based on bit-serial arithmetic have been built, par-
ticularly for the VLSI implementation of digital signal processing
(DSP) algorithms [1], [2]. However, the disadvantage of the bit-
serial systems is that they are considered to be very slow for many
application such as radar, sonar, and video and image processing. For
higher throughput DSP applications, however, it is clear that a move
toward higher bit-width operations is necessary, where the solution
often used is bit-parallel computation. However, the bit-parallel
systems require a very large amount of silicon area, communication
overhead, and pin-out.

To avoid the disadvantages of the bit-serial and the bit-parallel
computation, the concept of digit-serial implementations has been
proposed in recent years [3]–[5]. The digit-serial systems are ideal
for moderate speed applications, for which the bit-serial style is too
slow, and the bit-parallel style is faster than necessary.

Digit-serial algorithms have been proposed using on-line arithmetic
(most significant digit first) based on signed-digit number represen-
tation [6]. The drawbacks of this approach are the increased size of
the computational elements and the overhead of data conversion [5].

Also, several approaches have been proposed to design digit-serial
architectures based on two’s complement number representation,
which are summarized in Fig. 1. Most of the proposed design
methodologies use thebit-level cellular arraysas theirstarting point
[3]–[5]. The approach proposed by Wu and Cappello [13] is based
on partitioning a bit-parallel multiplier intoK blocks, then applying
the space-time transformation proposed by Chen [12] to each block.
A similar architecture has been previously proposed by Smithet al.
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[3]. Although the resulting architectures areK times faster than the
bit-serial structures, the initial delay is still that of the bit-serial
(i.e., 2N , whereN is the wordlength). Another drawback is the
additional cost needed for the switching circuitry. Two other methods
for the design of digit-serial structures were proposed later, which
help overcome the problem of the initial delay. The first is to start
with a bit-parallel structure and then use folding to obtain the digit-
serial architecture [5]. The second approach is to start with a bit-serial
architecture and then use unfolding to obtain the digit-serial one [4].
The major drawback of the architectures based on these approaches is
that they cannot be pipelined at a sub-digit level, which has severely
limited their throughput. This could be a major obstacle for high-
speed applications. In digit-serial systems, the throughput rate often
represents the overriding factor dictating system performance. The
main reason why these structures cannot be pipelined is due to the
existence of carry feedback loops, which are impossible to pipeline.
Modification of these designs is very complex and could ultimately
mean a redesign because they are specified in terms of gates and
full adders by the initial bit-parallel (bit-serial) architecture and the
folding (unfolding) process.

Recently, a new approach to the design of digit-serial structures has
been proposed based on radix-2

n arithmetic [8], [9]. The advantages
of the radix approach are: 1) it has enabled for the first time the design
of functionally correct digit-serial structures that are based on two’s
complement representation, directly and in a hierarchical way without
the need for bit-parallel or bit-serial designs as an initial starting
point; 2) it is more general than the bit-level cellular arrays approach
due to the fact that more designs can be derived from the radix
approach; 3) it allows forthe first timethe direct application of all
the existing synthesismethods in designing digit-serial structures; and
4) it only specifies the functionality of the basic cell and hence any
internal architecture can be used so long as it satisfies the functionality
specification of the cell.

Recently, the first digit serial structures that can be pipelined at
sub-digit level based on radix-2n arithmetic has been reported by the
authors [7]. It involves a novel carry feedforward technique which
was proved functionally correct using radix-2

n arithmetic. The use
of carry feed-forward has solved a major bottleneck of the carry
feedback loops of existing designs. Also, the flexibility offered by
the radix-2n approach in choosing the cell architecture has enabled
the design of the basic cells using carry save arithmetic, which is
faster and requires less area.

The possibility of high degree of pipelining offered by the structure
in [7] will increase the throughput rate of the digit-serial systems.
However, because of the interconnections between adjacent cells, the
number of pipelining levels is limited by the area constraint as well as
the initial delay. The reason is that the initial delay of this structure
increases rapidly with the degree of pipelining and the number of
digits per word.

Some DSP problems require a rapid response from a system
and cannot tolerate significant initial delay. In this paper, a new
radix-2n algorithm for VIP is proposed. Also, a systematic design
methodology is proposed to design bit-level pipelined digit-serial
VIP directly from the radix-2n algorithm. Furthermore, a new cell
architecture is designed, which allows bit-level pipelining in such
a way that the initial delay becomes independent of the number of
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Fig. 1. Different approaches used to design digit-serial structures.

digits. In this case, the degree of pipelining is only limited by the
area constraint.

The performance of the proposed designs are evaluated with respect
to area, time, and area-time complexity. It is shown that sub-digit
pipelined digit-serial architectures designed using the proposed radix-
2
n algorithm can achieve abetterthroughput rate than the bit-parallel

structure with much lower hardware cost. As a consequence, the
digit-serial structures can no longer be considered as a compromise
approach between the bit-serial and the bit-parallel structures but as
one of the main contenders in the design of array architectures for
high-speed applications.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the radix-2
n

approach, where a design of the digit-serial multiplier reported in [7]
is described. In Section III, a systematic design methodology of digit-
serial VIP based on the proposed radix-2

n algorithms is presented.
In this section, new radix-2n algorithms are presented. The design
and optimization of the basic cell architecture based on an array
multiplier and the design of the first bit-level pipelined digit-serial
adder are also described. Evaluation of the hardware cost and the
throughput rate of the proposed digit-serial VIP with respect to the
digit size and the number of pipelining levels are presented in Section

IV. A twin-pipe and a two’s complement digit-serial multipliers are
presented in Sections V and VI, respectively. Conclusions are drawn
in Section VII.

II. THE RADIX -2n APPROACH

The radix-2n algorithm can be considered as a generalization of
the binary arithmetic where the simplest building block is an AND
gated full adder (FA) [8]. The basic cell of the radix-2

n multiplication
algorithm, for instance, multiplies twon-bit digitsui andvj and adds
the product to two othern-bit digits sin and cin viz.,

fcout; soutg = uivj + sin + cin (1)

The result will always be a two digit number, the most significant digit
(MSD) is the carry digit,cout, and the least significant digit (LSD)
is the sum digit,sout. This implies that any bit-level architecture
can be generalized to perform a particular radix-2

n algorithm by
simply replacing the bit-level basic block with a radix-2

n basic
cell. Furthermore, the bit-level DG’s which have been proposed for
multiplication and VIP operations [10]–[12] can all be generalized
for radix-2n multiplication and VIP operations. One of the most
significant advantages of the radix-2

n approach which was indicated
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Design of the digit-serial multiplier reported in [7]. (a) Dependency graph. (b) Digit-serial multiplier derived by projecting the graph onto vertical axis.

earlier is that the digit-serial structures can be, for the first time,
deriveddirectly from such radixdependencygraphs.

The design of the digit-serial multiplier can be derived by linear
projection of the DG’s of the radix-2n multiplication algorithm
according to the classical theoretical framework of regular array
architectures synthesis [2]. Depending on the way carry digits are
transmitted to the next most significant digit position, there are several
possible graphs, one of which is given in Fig. 2. In this graph, the
carry digits originating in node(i; j) are transmitted forward to
node (i + 2; j � 1), where i and j are the horizontal coordinate
axes. This radix-2n DG can be seen as the radix-2n generalization
of the bit-level DG’s (graph 3) presented by Privat [11]. A bit-
level pipelined digit-serial multiplier can be derived by projecting
this graph in the direction of[1; 0]T (Fig. 2(b)). It is similar to
the digit-serial multiplier reported by the authors [7], where the
basic cell based on the carry save array multiplier is shown in
Fig. 3. The main disadvantage of this cell architecture is that the
initial delay of the digit-serial multiplier increases rapidly with the
number of pipelining levels and the number of digits per word.
In what follows, new radix-2n algorithms are presented. In this
paper, the proposed radix-2n algorithms are used to design bit-level
pipelined digit-serial vector inner product with minimal initial delay
computation.

III. D ESIGN METHODOLOGY

As mentioned earlier, all of the reported design methodologies
can be adopted to design digit-serial structures directly from the
radix-2n algorithms. The design methodology adopted in this paper
is based on the one proposed by Kung [2]. It can be described by
three main steps, namely: 1) writing the algorithm using the radix-
2n arithmetic; 2) generating the dependency graph and selecting the
projection direction; and 3) design and optimization of the radix-2n

cell.

A. Writing the Algorithm Using the Radix-2n Arithmetic

To illustrate the concept, the example of the VIP algorithm will
be adopted. Here, new radix-2n algorithms are developed based on
splitting the digit partial products prior to accumulation, as opposed
to the multiply accumulate operation used in Section II.

New Radix-2n Vector Inner Product Algorithms:The evaluation
of the inner product of two vectors is one of the most important
arithmetic computations in the field of digital signal processing. In
fact, both digital filters and DCT processors require the computation
of VIP’s. In the last decade, several bit-level VIP architectures have
been reported in the literature [10].

The inner product of vectorU = (U0; U1; . . . ; UM�1) andV =
(V0; V1; . . . ; VM�1) can be obtained by multiplying one pair of
numbers(Um; Vm) and adding their product to an accumulating
result. This is described at the word level by a simple recursion of
the formWm  Wm + UmVm. Assume that the elementsUm and
Vm are unsigned numbers and can be divided intoK digits of n-bit
each. Letuim and vjm represent theith andjth digits of Um and
Vm, respectively, viz.,

Um =

K�1

i=0

uim2in and Vm =

K�1

j=0

vjm2jn (2)

The productWm of the two numbersUm andVm can be computed
according to the following equation:

Wm =

K�1

i=0

K�1

j=0

2(i+j)nuimvjm: (3)

Equation (3) can be written in a recursive manner using (1), from
which the DG shown in Fig. 2 can be derived (m is kept constant).
Since the partial productsuimvjm are2n-bit number,2n-bit adders
are required for the accumulation in each radix-2n cell. In what
follows, a whole new set of radix-2n algorithms are derived using
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Fig. 3. Cell architecture of the digit-serial multiplier reported in [7].

the fact that these partial products can be partitioned into the most
significant digit (MSD),(uimvjm)MSD, and the least significant digit
(LSD), (uimvjm)LSD. The productWm can be rewritten as

Wm =

K�1

i=0

K�1

j=0

2(i+j)n((uimvjm)MSD2
n + (uimvjm)LSD): (4)

The new radix-2n algorithms are shown to result in a more efficient
implementation of the radix-2n cell by reducing the length of the
adders required for the accumulation.

In the index space(i; j;m); (i+ j) represents a family of vertical
planes and determines the significance. The most and least significant
digits of the partial products(uimvjm)MSD and (uimvjm)LSD are
computed at the plane(i + j). Since the term(uimvjm)MSD is on
the next highest significance with respect to(uimvjm)LSD, these
two terms cannot be added within the same plane(i + j). This
implies that in order to add the terms with the same significance,
the MSD generated at the plane(i + j) must be added to any of
the LSD’s on the next highest significance at the(i+ j + 1) plane.
If (4) is to be implemented in a recursive manner, the MSD’s and
the LSD’s with the same significance must be made to accumulate
along the same path, which implies that one of these terms must be
transferred to the path of the other. Hence, there are two different
approaches to implement (4) depending on the transfer of either the
MSD’s or the LSD’s of the partial products. It should be noted that
these transfers can be performed on the same horizontal planem or
from one horizontal plane to another. Each transfer represents one
algorithm which can be formulated in a recursive form using space-
time indices. However, in this paper only one of these algorithms is
considered for the design of a digit-serial VIP that can be pipelined
at the bit-level. It is shown that using the approach developed by
Kung [2], a systematic design methodology of digit-serial vector inner
products can be developed. Other digit-serial vector inner product can
be design following the same methodology.

The Radix-2n Approach to the Design of Digit-Serial Vector
Inner Products The proposed bit-level pipelined digit-serial VIP is
designed using the algorithm which considers the transfer of the

LSD’s of the partial products on the same horizontal planem, from
spatial coordinates(i; j+1;m) to spatial coordinates(i; j;m). It can
be easily shown that (4) can be computed by the following recurrence:

fcijm; sijmg = (uimvj+1;m)LSD + (uimvjm)MSD

+ si�1;j+1;m + ci�1;j;m (5)

wheresijm is the accumulating partial sum along the vertical planes
(i + j) and cijm represents the partial carry digit generated at the
spatial coordinates(i; j;m). In the notation used in (1) and (5),
fcijm; sijmg denote anr-bit binary number(r > n) of which then
least significant bits aresijm and the remaining bits arecijm. Since
(uimvjm)MSD; (uimvjm)LSD; andsijm, aren-bit numbers, the total
sum of these three numbers is(2n+1+2n� 3) which is (n+2)-bit
wide. As a result,cijm is at least 2-bit wide. Ifci�1;j;m is 2-bit wide
(i.e., its maximum value is 3), the maximum value of the sum, i.e.,
fcijm; sijmg in (5) is (2n+1 + 2n), which can be represented using
(n+2) bits. Sincesijm is n-bits, the output carry digitcijm remains
to be 2-bit This implies that twon-bit adders are required for the
accumulation in (5) compared to two2n-bit adders in (1).

B. Generation and Mapping of the DG into Digit-Serial VIP

The inner productW of vectorU and vectorV can be obtained by
accumulatingwm following the m axis. The DG, which represents
the above computation, is shown in Fig. 4. This DG is embedded
in a three-dimensional index space represented by(i; j;m). The
multiplication of two elementsUm and Vm is performed on the
horizontal planesm. Each node in this graph shows the interaction
of the digits within each worduim andvjm. The accumulating sum
digitssijm are connected in the diagonal direction so that the products
of the form (uimvjm)MSD + (uimvj+1;m)LSD are accumulated as
indicated by (5). The LSD’s are transferred horizontally from left to
right while the carry digitscijm are transferred horizontally following
the j direction. In order to form the final digits of the vector inner
productW , the partial sum at the node(i; 0;m); si0m is added to
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(a)

Fig. 4. Design of a digit-serial vector inner product based on the proposed radix-2
n algorithms. (a) Dependency graph.

the LSD of the partial product(uimv0m)LSD and to the partial result
wm�1 from plane(m � 1) as shown in Fig. 4. This is represented
by the vertical plane on the right in the DG.

This DG can be projected in several directions to obtain differ-
ent digit-serial VIP. Considering the projection in the direction of
[1; 0; 0]T , the digit-serial VIP shown in Fig. 4(b) will be obtained.
Each row of the VIP shown in Fig. 4(b) performs a digit-serial
multiply-add operation. The multiplication of two terms in the inner
product is performed using a digit-serial multiplier where the design
of the basic cell is the subject of the next section.

C. Design and Optimization of the Basic Cell

The basic cell of the digit-serial multiplier can be implemented
using a carry-save array multiplier. The basic cell which computes
(5) is shown in Fig. 5 forn = 4, where the upper indices are used to
represent the bit significance. It uses the fact that the full adders at the
boundaries of the carry-save array multiplier have free bit positions.
Then sum bits produced on the right-hand side of the array multiplier
which form the LSD(uimvjm)LSD are transferred to the next cell on
the right and added with the MSD(uimvj�1;m)MSD. This addition
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(b)

Fig. 4. (Continued.) Design of a digit-serial vector inner product based on the proposed radix-2
n algorithms. (b) Digit-serial vector inner product derived

by projecting the graph onto the direction[1; 0; 0]T .

Fig. 5. Cell architecture using array multiplier.

is performed using the empty bit positions on the left-hand side of
the array multiplier.

In conventional carry-save array multipliers, a carry propagate
adder is required to add the carry and sum bits from the lower row of
full adders to form the carry digit. To allow bit-level pipelining, these
carry and sum bits from the lower boundary of the array multiplier are
summed with the partial sums from the previous cell using two carry
save adders as shown in Fig. 5. The partial result from previous cell
on the left consists of three digits,S1in; S2in and S3in. The digit
S1in is summed to the two digits from the lower boundary of the

array multiplier using the first CSA to produce two 1-digit outputs.
One of the two digits,S1out, obtained from the first CSA is fed to
the next cell on the right. While the second digit is fed down into
a second CSA to be summed with the two digits,S2in and S3in,
coming from the cell on the left, the two carry bits produced by the
two CSA’s are summed to form the carry digitcijm. The carry digit
cijm is fed back into the same cell to be added as shown by (5). This
is performed using the empty least significant bit position available
in the second CSA as shown in Fig. 5. As it can be seen from Fig. 5,
the feedback ofcijm will not affect the pipelining, since the delay
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Fig. 6. Optimized cell architecture using array multiplier.

within the loop is one FA delay. It should be noted that the DG can
be modified to allowcijm to be fed forward to the next cell.

The cell architecture shown in Fig. 5 can be made more efficient
by removing the top two CSA, since they have empty bit positions.
The optimized cell is illustrated in Fig. 6. This does not affect the
final result as explained below. It should be pointed out that this
description must be seen in conjunction with Figs. 5 and 6. Letk

represent the bit significance of(uimvjm)LSD. From Fig. 5 it can be
seen that there are no carries from significancek = 0 to significance
k = 1. If the bitsu0imv

1

jm andu1imv
0

jm are not added within the cell
(j;m), but fed to be added in the cell(j� 1;m) as shown in Fig. 6,
the carries to the significancek = 2 are also equal to 0. The two
bits u0imv

1

jm andu1imv
0

jm are added to the bitu2imv
n�1
j�1;m (n = 4

in Fig. 6) using one FA. This implies that the three bitsu0imv
k
jm;

u1imv
k�1
jm ; andu2imv

k�2
jm for k = 2 to n� 1 can be added using one

single FA as shown in Fig. 6.
As shown in Fig. 4(b), a column of adders is required to add the

results of the multiplication of each pair of elementsUm andVm in
the inner product to obtain the final result. The addition is perform in
two stages. First, the digits obtained from the last cell on the right of
the digit-serial multiplier are added to the digits of the partial result,
wm�1, obtained from the digit-serial multiplier-accumulator on the
top, using an array of CSA’s to produce two 1-digit outputs which are
propagated down to the next digit-serial multiply-accumulator. The
two digits from the last digit-serial multiply-accumulator are added
using a digit-serial adder.

D. Bit-Level Pipelined Digit-Serial Adder

The conventional digit-serial adder uses a carry propagate adder
(CPA), where the last carry bit is fed back to the same adder. To
take full advantage of the high degree of pipelining offered by the
proposed cell architectures, the CPA is implemented using a digit-
serial pipelined adder. This is achieved by using two CPA’s, where
the carry bit produced by the first CPA is propagated forward and

added to the next digit output using the second CPA as shown in
Fig. 7. Note that the only case where carry bit obtained from the
second CPA is equal to one is when the current output of the first
CPA is 2n � 1, wheren is the digit size, and the carry from the
previous digit is one. In this case, the carry to the next significant
digit should be set to one. A simple circuit that will propagate the
correct carry to the second CPA is shown in Fig. 7. The digit from
the first CPA is fed to an-input AND gate to check whether it is
equal to2n�1. This is performed by using an array of 2-input AND
gates arranged in a tree structure as shown in Fig. 7. The resulting bit
and the carry bit obtained in the previous cycle are fed to a 2-input
AND gate to check whether the current output of the first CPA is
2n � 1 and the carry from the previous digit is one simultaneously.
The output bit and the carry of the current digit are fed to a 2-input
OR gate to calculate the correct carry bit to be fed to the second CPA.

As can be seen from Fig. 7, there is only one feedback loop within
the digit-serial adder. However, the propagation delay within the
feedback loop of the carry bit is equal to one AND plus one OR
gate delay, and hence the pipelining within the loop is not necessary.
The remaining data paths in the digit-serial adder can all be pipelined
to the bit-level since they are moving in the same direction.

IV. PIPELINING OF THE DIGIT-SERIAL VECTOR INNER PRODUCT

In this section, the performance of the proposed digit-serial inner
product is evaluated with respect to the number of pipelining levels
for different digit sizes. Prior to comparing the time taken,T , area
consumed,A, and area-time measure,AT , for the proposed digit-
serial VIP, first the time and area for each component are given.
It should be pointed out that both unit time(�) and unit area
(AT ) considered here are, respectively, the time taken and area
required in an inverter circuit [14] which depends on the technology
implemented.

1) The time and area taken by a full adder areTFA = 6� and
AFA = 10AT .
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Fig. 7. 4-bit bit-level pipelined digit-serial adder.

Fig. 8. Area of a vector inner product as a function of the digit-size and the degree of pipelining (N = 32 bits andM = 5).

2) The time (including setup and hold time) and area taken by a
1-bit latch areTLatch = 6� andALatch = 7AT .

3) The time and area taken by an AND gate areTAND = 2� and
AAND = 2AT .

4) The time and area taken by a 2-bit multiplexer areTMUX = 2�

andAMUX = 7AT .

Pipelining of the digit-serial VIP to the bit level will certainly
increase the throughput rate, but at the same time increase the number
of latches which are only used to temporarily hold the data. As a
result, the number of pipelining levels is only limited by the area
constraint. The time in terms of gate delays, the area in terms of
gates, and area-time (AT) complexity of a 32-bit digit-serial VIP with
length 5 as a function of the digit-size and the degree of pipelining,
are shown in Figs. 8, 9 and 10, respectively. Figures 8 and 9 show
that as the number of pipelining levels increases, the throughput
rate as well as the area increase. For low pipelining levels, the
percentage increase in hardware is less than the percentage increase
in time, whereas for high pipelining levels, the percentage increase
in hardware is much more than the percentage decrease in time. This

can be shown clearly in Fig. 10, where it is shown that for each
digit size, there is a transitional number of pipelining levels which
results in the best area-time tradeoff for that particular digit size.
It is also shown that for each number of pipelining levels, there
is an intermediate digit size value which produces the minimum
area-time complexity. However, the most significant result shown by
these figures is that sub-digit pipelined digit-serial VIP can achieve
higher throughput rates than the bit-parallel VIP with less silicon area
consumption. As an example from Figs. 8 and 9, it can be seen that
bit-level pipelined digit-serial VIP with digit size 4 is twice as fast
as the equivalent bit-parallel VIP and uses a quarter of the hardware
cost required by the bit-parallel VIP. This is very significant because
the digit-serial structure is no longer seen as a compromise between
bit-serial and bit-parallel structures, but can perform better than the
bit-parallel in high-speed applications such as video signal processing
and radar.

Fig. 11 shows the percentage of improvement in area-time obtained
with the 32-bit digit-serial VIP based on the proposed radix-2

n

algorithm when compared to the one derived from the generalization
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Fig. 9. Time of a vector inner product as a function of the digit-size and the degree of pipelining (N = 32 bits andM = 5).

Fig. 10. Area-time of a vector inner product as a function of the digit-size and the degree of pipelining (N = 32 bits andM = 5).

of the binary arithmetic. The comparison is performed for optimum
pipelining. The optimum pipelining is defined by the number of
pipelining levels which produce the lowest area-time complexity
for each digit size. From Fig. 11, it can be seen that the proposed
digit-serial VIP has a far better performance than the one based
on the previously reported radix-2

n algorithm [7], [8]. It shows
that for n = 8, an improvement of 31% in area-time complex-
ity is obtained. Without pipelining, both digit-serial VIP structures
have similar performances, although the proposed digit-serial VIP

reduces the number of latches byn per basic cell. This implies
that the advantage of the proposed digit-serial VIP is that it can be
pipelined more efficiently than the one based on the existing radix-2

n

algorithm.

V. TWIN-PIPE DIGIT-SERIAL ARCHITECTURES

A digit-serial multiplier requires2K clock cycles to produce the
2K-digit product of aK-digit multiplicand (data word) and aK-
digit multiplier (coefficient). In this section, a twin-pipe architecture
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Fig. 11. Comparison of the area-time of the vector inner product based on
the proposed radix-2n algorithms and the existing radix-2n algorithms as a
function of the digit-size for optimum pipelining.

Fig. 12. Twin-pipe digit-serial multiplier.

which reduces the multiplication time toK cycles without truncating
the results is presented. To be able to reduce the multiplication
time to K cycles without truncation of the results, a second pipe
is required for the computation of theK most significant digits
(MSD) as shown in Fig. 12. AfterK cycles, theK least significant
digits (LSD) of the result appear in the top accumulator. During
the nextK cycles, theK MSD of the result are shifted out using
registers in the lower pipe, while the array multiplier computes the
partial product of the next data whose theK LSD are computed in
the top accumulator. A twin-pipe digit-serial VIP can be obtained
by accumulating theK LSD and theK MSD of each digit-serial
multiplier separately.

The twin-pipe architecture doubles the throughput rate of the digit-
serial VIP’s at the expense of some extra hardware. Fig. 13 shows
the area-time complexity of the single and twin pipe digit-serial VIP.
This figure shows the area-time of the twin pipe architecture is much
lower than the single pipe. The reason is that the twin pipe doubles the
throughput rate; however, the increase in hardware due to the second
pipe is considered insignificant with respect to the total area and the
improvement in the throughput rate. The improvement in area-time
complexity varies between 11% forn = 2 to 42% forn = 16.

VI. TWO’S COMPLEMENT DIGIT-SERIAL MULTIPLICATION

So far, it has been assumed that the vector elementsUm andVm
to be multiplied are both unsigned numbers. Most real applications
require the processing of negative numbers. In this section, a two’s
complement digit-serial multiplier which can operate on both negative
and positive numbers is presented.

Fig. 13. Area-time of the single and twin pipe digit-serial vector inner
product as a function of the digit-size.

The conventional design of the two’s complement digit-serial
multipliers requires the extension of the sign bit. The proposed
design is based on the algorithm for direct two’s complement array
multiplication proposed by Baugh and Wooley in 1983 [15]. The
principle advantage of this algorithm is that the signs of all the
summands are positive, thus allowing the array to be constructed
entirely with conventional full adders. The two’s complement digit-
serial multiplier cells are shown in Fig. 14. To show how two’s
complement digit-serial multiplication is performed, we will first
consider the multiplication of twoN -bit two’s complement numbers
which may be written in the form

Um = �u(N�1)
m 2N�1 + ~um

Vm = �v(N�1)
m 2N�1 + ~vm

(6)

where ~um and ~vm areN � 1 bit positive numbers comprising the
N �1 least significant bits ofUm andVm, andN is the wordlength.
Following the same procedure as in [16], the product of the two
numbers,Um and Vm, is given by

Um � Vm = u
(N�1)
m v

(N�1)
m 22N�2 + ~um~vm + ~umv

(N�1)
m

+ ~vmu
(N�1)
m 2N�1 + 2N � 22N�1 (7)

To adapt (7) for digit-serial operation, the two’s complement format
is accounted for in two ways. First, in the first radix cell on the left
of the digit-serial multiplier, the partial products involving the sign
bit vN�1

m are inverted using a NAND gate rather than an AND gate
(see Fig. 14(a)). Second, at theKth cycle, whereK is the number
of digits, the final row of each radix cell must subtract rather than
add the final partial product (which involve the sign bituN�1

m ) using
two’s complement addition. During the previous cycles, the last row
of each radix cell performs an addition. This is achieved by using a
control bit to define theKth cycle and EXOR gates for the inversion
as shown in Fig. 14. The answer is then obtained by adding a fixed
correction term (given by the last two terms in (8)) to the final result.
The addition of the term�22N�1 is taken care of by adding a one to
the most significant bit of the result and the term2N by adding a one
to the(N +1)th column of the final result [16]. This is achieved by
feeding the control bit into the most significant bit position of the first
CSA of the first cell for the�22N�1 term and delaying the control
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 14. Two’s complement cell architectures using array multiplier. (a) First cell. (b) Intermediate cell.

bit by one cycle and feed it into the least significant bit position of
digit-serial adder for the2N term (see Fig. 14).

VII. CONCLUSION

A whole new set of radix-2n algorithms are proposed. A design
methodology of digit-serial VIP is also presented. The design of
digit-serial VIP is based on the proposed radix-2

n algorithms. It
was shown that the proposed digit-serial VIP outperforms the one
based existing radix-2n algorithms. Also, a new cell architecture
is proposed for high-performance digit-serial vector inner product.

It allows pipelining to the bit-level for high throughput rate with
minimum initial delay and minimum area. The initial delay is made
dependent only on the number of the pipelining levels. The number of
pipelining levels can be varied to find the best compromise between
the throughput rate and the hardware cost.

A twin-pipe architecture is presented which doubles the throughput
rate of the digit-serial VIP. The increase in hardware due to the
second pipe is considered insignificant compared to the total hardware
cost and the improvement in the throughput rate. Also, a two’s
complement digit-serial multiplier which can operate on both positive
and negative and numbers is presented.
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Pipelined DFE Architectures Using
Delayed Coefficient Adaptation

R. Perry, David R. Bull, and A. Nix

Abstract—In this paper the delayed least-mean-square (DLMS) algo-
rithm is proposed for training a transversal filter-based decision feedback
equalizer (DFE). Delays in the filter coefficient update process are used
to pipeline the DFE, thereby increasing the throughput rate, for a given
speed of hardware. The filter structures selected for the feedforward and
feedback section of the DFE facilitate the use of a shared error signal,
thereby reducing communication costs. The new resulting structure is
highly modular and is very suitable for very large scale integration
(VLSI) implementation. A pipelined form for the normalized least-mean-
square algorithm (NMLS) is also obtained which removes the dependency
of the convergence speed on the input signal power. The convergence
and residual mean-square-error characteristics of the different pipelined
filters are compared.

Index Terms—Adaptive filters, delayed least-mean-squares, equaliza-
tion, pipelined.

I. INTRODUCTION

Although numerous adaptive equalizers have been reported in the
literature, decision feedback equalization (DFE) remains a popu-
lar choice of equalization technique, especially for high-data-rate
(e.g., HIPERLAN) applications, where alternatives, such as Viterbi
equalizers, are precluded due to their complexity [1]. The use of
long training sequences enables the selection of relatively simple
gradient-based adaptive algorithms for equalizer training. Despite this
concession, the realization of a high-sampling-rate DFE still remains
challenging. This is due to the inherent sampling rate limitation of
any adaptive filter associated with the generation and feedback of the
error signal required for the filter coefficient updates. Exploitation of
the natural parallelism in the least-mean-square (LMS) algorithm can
help to reduce the algorithm iteration period. However, the regularity
of the filtering structure is limited [2] and global broadcasting of
the error signal to all coefficient update modules is still required.
This has motivated the use of approximations to the LMS algorithm
which sacrifice performance to increase the level of pipelining in the
adaptation feedback loop. The delayed LMS (DLMS) algorithm is
an example of an approximate form of the LMS algorithm, where
the coefficient updates are delayed by an arbitrary number of sample
periods [3].

In this brief a DFE architecture is derived, comprising a cascade
of identical processing modules (PM’s). Theorder recursive filter
(ORF), described in [4], is used for the feedforward section but cannot
be used for the feedback filter (FBF) because of the latency in the
output. A transposed direct-form transversal filter (TF) together with
a modified coefficient update is used to realize a pipelined FBF.
By exploiting shared input parameters between the feedforward filter
(FFF) and FBF stages, a new modular DFE structure is obtained
(Section II-A), requiring minimal global communication.

Despite the attraction of its relative simplicity, a particular problem
of implementing the LMS algorithm is the dependency of the algo-
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